
This is a story about teaching our kids about the military,

and about jobs working for military-industrial

corporations. It's for their own good of course - isn't it?

Good careers, a healthy life, good morals, mass death - it

has it all.

Anyway, it started in the US, with access to middle, high

and even elementary schools by military recuiters and

spivs selling jobs making instruments of mass murder.

But as is often the case, the US exported this

idea to Australia - or at least the part about

'masters of war' jobs and the whole pro-military

propaganda that comes with it.

It started about ten years ago, in Queensland

and then South Australia, and since has involved

WA and NSW as well, in dozens of schools.

One example in SA is Raytheon - the 5th biggest military contractor in the world, maker

of various missiles including the 'Patriot' of Iraq war 'fame'. Raytheon’s interests lay in

capturing market advantage in the eventual selection of talented school leavers with an

interest in Maths and Science. In 2008 they 'donated' $1/2 million for computers to

Aberfoyle Park High School (less than the cost of a single missile). It is the official South

Australian Department of Education and Children Services school for gifted children in

the southern metropolitan area of Adelaide. Very cheap access to smart but vulnerable

young minds.
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The recent origins of this

manipulation of school-kids is

in the US. The Bush

Administration wrote and

signed into law the "No Child

Left Behind Act" in 2002, with

subsequent reauthorization in

2007. Included in the act is a

provision enabling military

recruiters to access high school

students' records, and to access

the students themselves as they

attend high-school campuses

throughout the country. Greater

access for military-industrial

corporations also resulted.

A recent Raytheon product 'innovation' is a heat-

ray gun (above). It was deployed by the US military

for the first time in Afghanistan in June 2010.

“The ray-gun is a joystick-operated computerized

system linked to a large antenna that can be

mounted on a vehicle. It directs a focused, invisible

100,000-watt beam of energy at the speed of

light across a range of up to 250 meters, or 750

feet, at human beings, burning them intolerably

until they get out of the beam's way. The heat ray

penetrates the skin to a depth of about 1/64th of

an inch”. "Raytheon expects the technology to

jump from the battlefield to civilian use".
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